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6

Abstract7

The current design/manufacturing field looking for value added/engineering projects.In this8

study, an attempt has been aimed to predict the wear of the sliding surfaces in the9

development stage it self which will be results in the increase of durability of the components.10

The wear for a polymer-polymer sliding surface contact in dry condition can be obtained by11

creating simulation. There are two inputs required for determining the wear volume loss over12

its usage time. One is the nodal pressure value at the contact area for small sliding steps13

which can be calculated by subjecting the geometrical model to the finite element analysis.14

ANSYS was used as finite element tool. Another one is the friction coefficient which can be15

obtained by custom designed experiments. For the calculation of friction coefficient, prototype16

to be subjected to unlubricated pin-on-disc experimental setup. The wear rate can be17

calculated by graph by plotting between pressure and cycles. Swiveling of mirror over the base18

resulted in the wear. By the above techniques, the wear loss and reliability of the rear mirror19

can be predicted.20

21

Index terms— glass reinforced polymer, wear, sliding contact, CATIA and ANSYS.22

1 Introduction23

he interactions between two bodies that move in contact with each other manifest in friction and wear. Resulting24
in supplementary energy loss and failure of sliding elements, both processes have to be minimized. Since25
the application of a lubricating film between the contacting parts should be avoided for ecological reason or26
is impossible under certain working condition, polymers are increasingly used as selflubricating materials in27
guidance, train boggies, bearings and ball-joints. The formation of a polymer transfer film onto the sliding28
counter face has beneficial effects on stable friction and low wear. However, the practical lifetime design of29
engineering polymers used under high loads and low sliding velocities can be troublesome, since most available30
data about their friction and wear properties are obtained from smallscale tests.31

In many cases, design engineers need specified tribological data to establish the performance of different32
available polymers for a given operational system in Archard’s wear equation.33

Experimental determination of life parameters in terms of wear has both cost and time impact. The ability to34
simulate wear and consequent useful life prediction can benefit product designers and manufacturers in multiple35
manners as, designing better products, contemplating better maintenance plans to avoid potential failures and36
avert financial losses. Some of the application areas where wear simulation can augment design are but not37
limited to: sliding or rotating components in automotives, engines and pumps, consumer products, prosthetic38
joints and lately MEMS (Microelectromechanical systems)-based micro machines. The finite element analysis-39
(FEA) based wear simulation and life prediction methodology presented in this research can be leveraged to any40
of the aforementioned areas.41
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5 D) THE ARCHARD EQUATION

2 a) Wear42

Wear is the erosion of material from a solid surface by the action of another surface. It is related to surface43
interactions and more specifically the removal of material from a surface as a result of mechanical action.44

3 b) Types of Wear45

The study of the processes of wear is part of the discipline of tribology. The complex nature of wear has delayed46
its investigations and resulted in isolated studies towards specific wear mechanisms or processes. Some commonly47
referred to wear mechanism (or processes) include viz., adhesive wear, abrasive wear, surface wear, fretting wear,48
and erosive wear.49

A number of different wear phenomena are also commonly encountered and represented in literature. Impact50
wear, cavitations wear, diffusive wear and corrosive wear are all such examples. These wear mechanisms; however,51
do not necessarily act independently in many applications. Wear mechanisms are not mutually exclusive.52
”Industrial wear” is the term used to describe the incidence of multiple wear mechanisms occurring in unison.53
Wear mechanisms and/or sub-mechanisms frequently overlap and occur in a synergistic manner, producing a54
greater rate of wear than the sum of the individual wear mechanisms.55

4 c) Mechanism of Wear56

Wear can be split into two majority categories: wear dominated by the mechanical behavior of materials and wear57
dominated by the chemical behavior of materials as shown in Table 1. Since finite element programs typically58
do not consider the chemical interactions between bodies or surfaces, these types of wear has not discussed in59
this paper. There are seven mechanical wear mechanisms listed (Table 1), however there are only three types60
of surface to surface interaction that can cause them: sliding (one surface sliding relative to another over long61
distances), fretting (one surface oscillates over minute distances relative to the other) and erosion (solid particles62
impinging on a single surface from an external source). For this study, only dry (non-lubricated) sliding wear has63
been considered. The actual wear mechanisms for dry sliding wear depends on a number of variables including64
viz., surface finish, surface geometry, orientation, sliding speed, relative hardness (of one surface relative to the65
other or relative to the abrasive particles between the surfaces), material microstructure and more. From these66
variables, it can be seen that wear rate is not a pure material property and does not always occur uniformly.67

Finite element modeling of dry sliding wear can be accomplished one of two ways. First, the details of the68
surface interaction, including surface finish, can be included and calculated in the model. If that approach is69
taken, it would require that individual finite elements be removed from the model to simulate the gouging or70
plowing. This in turn requires that the size of the finite element be of the same size as the particles being removed71
since there are currently no options for removing part of an element (in ANSYS the element is either dead or72
alive).73

As the particles being removed are on the size of molecules, the mesh density, at least near the wearing surface,74
would also need to be on the size of molecules. This is not a theoretical problem since finite elements are being75
used to analyze MEMS size devices but it is a practical problem since small size implies a large number of76
elements which requires large amounts of memory and disk space for the storage of the data generated by a finite77
element program.78

The second approach would be to ignore the details of what is going on at the micro or nano scale and take a79
macro scale approach to the problem. On the macro scale, the size of the elements would be much larger than the80
anticipated changes due to wear and the calculations could be performed within the element rather than relying81
on the birth and death procedure needed at the surface level.82

5 d) The Archard Equation83

The starting point for any discussion of wear on the macro scale is the Archard equation (Podra and Andersson,84
1999) [13], which states that:P S K W × × = (1)85

where, W is the worn volume, K is the wear per unit load per sliding distance and S is the sliding distance, P86
is the applied load.87

Archard says ”K may be described as the coefficient of wear and, in a series of experiments with the same88
combination of materials; changes in K denote changes in surface conditions”. The Archard equation assumes89
that the wear rate is independent of apparent area of contact. However, it makes no assumptions about the90
surface topography (surface roughness effects are encompassed by the experimental wear coefficient) and it also91
makes no assumptions about variations with time. It must also be stated that although it is widely used, the92
Archard equation only provides for an order of magnitude estimate and is a true calculation of wear.93

One of the more common methods for determining the value for K is to press a stationary pin using a preload94
of P into the surface of a rotating disk. The load P is known and the sliding distance S can be determined from95
the rotational speed of the disk and time that the disk has rotated. The amount of wear on the pin is determined96
by change in mass (weight) of the pin and the constant K calculated. This method for determining a constant97
wear coefficient for a given pair of surfaces has limitations. It ignores changes in apparent area of contact with98
time, also known as ”running in” effects. It assumes that the direction of the load is constant which may not be99
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the case in real conditions. And, it assumes that the surface topography of the experimental surfaces accurately100
represent the surfaces of interest.101

Despite these limitations, it will be assumed that the values of wear coefficients determined by the pinon-disk102
method or by other methods are accurate enough to use in engineering analysis. In engineering applications,103
the loss of volume (and thus, loss of mass) may not be as important as the change of a given dimension at a104
given location on the device or structure. For example, we may be interested in the change of length of the pin105
in the pin-on-disk experiment. Or, we may be interested in the change of diameter for a radial bearing after106
a long period of time in use. The change of a single dimension can be calculated from the change in volume107
by dividing by the apparent area of contact assuming that the apparent area of contact is constant. When the108
contact area changes with time, a more sophisticated calculation must be performed to determine the change in109
desired dimension over time. This method for generating wear is not universally applicable.110

First, it ignores the details of the surface and assumes that the full surface is in contact with the disk. This111
is similar to the usual assumption for contact in finite elements where the surface is assumed to be smooth. It112
also assumes that the direction of the load is constant and that the load is unchanging which may not be the113
case in real conditions. And if the state of stress at the surface is considered, the magnitude and direction of114
those surface stresses would also remain constant. A common type of wear is that generated by the repetitive115
application of a load on the same surface. The Archard equation would also imply that the particles would be116
removed from the surface in a uniform manner and that the surface would maintain the same general shape.117
That is that particles that exist in the valleys of the surface would be eroded at the same rate as particles at the118
peaks of the surface.119

6 e) Stages of Wear120

Under normal operating parameters, the property changes during usage normally occur in three different stages121
as follows:122

? Primary or early stage or run-in period, where rate of change can be high.123
? Secondary or mid-age process where a steady rate of aging process is maintained. Most of the useful or124

working life of the component is comprised in this stage.125
? Tertiary or old-age stage, where a high rate of aging leads to rapid failure.126
With increasing severity of environmental conditions such as higher temperatures, strain rates, stress and127

sliding velocities, the secondary stage is shortened and the primary stage tends to merge with the tertiary stage,128
thus drastically reducing the working life. Surface engineering processes are used to minimize wear and extend129
working life of material.130

7 f) Study Approach131

In this study, aim is to calculate the wear of the sliding contacts by using macro level approach.132
Equation ( ??) can be solved by using two parameters as inputs.133
? Nodal pressure-it is the pressure at the crest of the projection areas, which can be obtained by FEA.134
? Wear co-efficient can be calculated by using pin on disc experiment.135
? Finding the life cycle of the component.136
Above said approach to be followed to test the component shown in Figures 1 and 2.137

8 Literature Review138

Podra and Andersson, (1999) [13] have studied the wear simulation approach with commercial finite element139
software ANSYS. A modeling and simulation procedure was proposed and used with the linear wear law and the140
Euler integration scheme. A spherical pinon-disc unlubricated steel contact was analysed both experimentally and141
with finite element method (FEM), and the Lim and Ashby wear map was used to identify the wear mechanism.142
It was shown that the FEA wear simulation results of a given geometry and loading can be treated on the basis of143
wear coefficient-sliding distance change equivalence. The finite element software ANSYS was well suited for the144
solving of contact problems as well as the wear simulation. The actual scatter of the wear coefficient was within145
the limits of 40-60% led to considerable deviation of wear simulation results. Due to the model simplifications and146
the real deviation of input data, the FEA wear simulation results was evaluated on a relative scale to compare147
different design options, rather than to be used to predict the absolute wear life. Kim et al. (2005) [10] have148
proposed a numerical approach that simulates the progressive accumulation of wear in oscillating metal on metal149
contacts. The approach used a reciprocating pin-ondisk tribometer to measure a wear rate for the material pair of150
interest. This wear rate was an input to a FEA that simulates a block-on-ring experiment. After the simulation,151
two block-on-ring experiments were performed with the same materials that were studied in the reciprocating152
pin-on-disk experiments. The results from the FEA were in close agreement with the blockon-ring experimental153
results. This approach did not either rely on curve fitting or use the block-on-ring experimental data as model154
inputs. The FEA were performed by progressively changing nodal coordinates to simulate the removal of material155
that occurs during surface interaction. The continuous wear propagation was discretized and an extrapolation156
scheme was used to reduce computational costs of this simulation.157
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13 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Zhang and Meng, (2006) [20] have proposed a linear sliding wear model with ratcheting effects to describe158
the wearing process and a simplified mathematical method was presented to simulate the wear of the rotor159
bushing sliding on the ground plane. The effects of geometry parameters, material properties and applied160
operating conditions on the evolution of dimensional and volumetric wear rates were explored for normally loaded161
rotating rotor bushing sliding on the ground plane. The hemispherical-bushing-on-groundplane configuration162
finite element model was established and the implementation of the contact problem based on ANSYS finite163
element software and contact element approach was introduced to investigate contact problems in micro motors.164
Numerical simulations and results of the contact stresses and contact pressure were studied and the effects of165
wear coefficient, material selections, surface roughness and geometry structures, etc., were discussed in detail. It166
was indicated that the non-linear effects could not be ignored and these results must be evaluated on a relative167
scale to compare different design options. Unal et al. (2004) [17] studied and explored the influence of test speed168
and load values on the friction and wear behavior of pure polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), glass fiber reinforced169
(GFR) and bronze and carbon (C) filled PTFE polymers. Friction and wear experiments were run under ambient170
conditions in a pinon-disc arrangement. Tests were carried out at sliding speed of 0.32, 0.64, 0.96 and 1.28 m/s171
and under a nominal load of 5, 10, 20 and 30 N. The results showed that, for pure PTFE and its composites used172
in this investigated, the friction coefficient decrease with the increase in load. The maximum reductions in wear173
rate and friction coefficient were obtained by reinforced PTFE+17% glass fiber. The wear rate for pure PTFE174
was in the order of 10 -7 mm 2 /N, while the wear rate values for PTFE composites were in the order of 10 -8175
and 10 -9 mm 2 /N. Adding glass fiber, bronze and carbon fillers to PTFE were found effective in reducing the176
wear rate of the PTFE composite. In addition, for the range of load and speeds used in this investigation, the177
wear rate showed very little sensitivity to test speed and large sensitivity to the applied load, particularly at high178
load values.179

9 III.180

10 Materials and Method181

For rear side view mirror in modern car is made of polymers. In these base and slider are mating parts, base182
is rigidly fixed and slider is flexible surface contact with base is as shown in Figure 3. The following materials183
(Tables 2 and 3) are used in existing model. Coefficient of friction between 33% glass reinforced, heat stabilized184
black nylon copolymer resin and BK159, 45% glass reinforced modified polyethylene terephthalate=0.17 (as per185
previous experimentation set these values are obtained).186

11 b) Selection of New Materials187

In this study new materials were selected for the following reason:188
? When the slider is in contact with base material the co-efficient of friction is high, due to this on the slider,189

the wear formation is high. Therefore changing the material of the slider will reduce the co-efficient and wear190
rate. ? When the wear formation is high automatically the life cycle of the component is reduced to low level.191
So in order to increase life cycle of the material. The new material was chosen is of 43% glass fiber reinforced192
polyamide 66 resin with high tensile strength, density, cost etc.193

12 c) Proposed Materials194

The following materials (Table 4) are used.195

13 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP196

The setup used in this study for the wear test is capable of creating reproducible sliding wear situation for197
accessing slide as shown in Figure 4. It consists of a pin on disc, loading panel and controller. The slide wears of198
slider and base polymer are carried out with different load by varying speed.199

It determines the wear and co-efficient of friction of polymers under sliding contact. The tester is operated200
with a pin positioned perpendicular to the flat circular disc. The test machine causes the disc specimen to revolve201
about the disc centre; the sliding path is a circle on the disc surface.202

Figure 5 shows experimental setup in laboratory. It consists of a pin on disc, loading panel and controller.203
A sample pin is made up of 33% glass reinforced, heat stabilized black nylon copolymer resin and disc is 43%204

glass fiber reinforced polyamide 66 resin as shown in Figure 6.205
Base is used as the disc and the slider corresponds to pin when it is compared to conventional pin-on-disc206

method. Slider is mounted on a rotary pneumatic cylinder, which can be revolved in clock and anti-clock wise207
directions relative to the fixed base. It consists of three contact pairs. The angular stroke of the slider is 32.3°208
as defined by the operating range of the mechanism. Thus the linear sliding distance can be computed for wear209
volume loss calculations. The graph (Figure ??) shows frictional force and wear from the pin on disk experiment.210

Figure ?? : Constant speed 300 rpm with varying loads Tables 6 and 7 show the reading taken from the pin211
on disc experimental according to load and speed. The graphs are plotted by pin on disc experimental setup212
according to load and speed (Tables 6 and 7).213
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The graph (Figure 8) reveals that when load is increasing corresponding frictional force is also increases. Based214
on Tables 6 and 7 data, the graph has plotted between load (N) and wear (microns) (Figure 9). 6 and 7)215

The graph (Figure 9) reveals that when load is increasing corresponding wear is also increases. Wear calculated216
from experimental setup is as follows.217

Co-efficient of friction=Frictional force ÷ Normal force Volumetric wear loss=3.14 × (Radius of disc) 2 ×218
Height of material lost=3.14× 6 2 ×0.695=78.562 mm 3 Tables 8 and 9 show the co-efficient of friction according219
to normal load and frictional force in 300rpm and 400rpm. Average co-efficient of friction between the 300 rpm220
and 400 rpm is 0.145. When compare this value with existing component co-efficient friction value is low. So221
this material is suitable for further process.222

Average co-efficient of friction between the 300 rpm and 400 rpm is 0.145. When compare this value with223
existing component co-efficient friction value is low. So this material is suitable for further process.224

14 MODELING AND ANALYSIS a) Modeling225

The modeling of slider and base was done by CATIA. It has three contact surfaces of slider with the base as226
shown in Figure 10. Figure 11 illustrates the CATIA model for one of the three detents depicted. To simplify the227
problem it is assumed that all three detents experience uniform and simultaneous wear. The problem is reduced228
to a two dimensional model with the assumption that wear would be uniform along the 3rd cartesian dimension229
(depth). In the Figure 11, slider and base are trapezoid and rectangle, respectively. , it has a much higher230
stiffness relative to the deformable body it contacts). In general, any time a soft material comes in contact with231
a hard material, the problem may be assumed to be rigidto-flexible. Many metal forming problems fall into this232
category. The other class, flexible-to-flexible, is the more common type. In this case, both (or all) contacting233
bodies are deformable (i.e., have similar stiffness’s).234

15 c) Contact Problems235

Contact problems are highly nonlinear and require significant computer resources to solve. It is important that236
you understand the physics of the problem and take the time to set up your model to run as efficiently as possible.237
6 and 7)238

Contact problems present two significant difficulties. First, you generally do not know the regions of contact239
until you’ve run the problem. Depending on the loads, material, boundary conditions, and other factors, surfaces240
can come into and go out of contact with each other in a largely unpredictable and abrupt manner. Second, most241
contact problems need to account for friction. There are several friction laws and models to choose from, and all242
are nonlinear. Frictional response can be chaotic, making solution convergence difficult.243

In addition to these two difficulties, many contact problems must also address multi-field effects, such as the244
conductance of heat and electrical currents in the areas of contact.245

16 d) Nonlinear Analysis246

If a structure experiences large deformations, its changing geometric configuration can cause the structure to247
respond nonlinearly. Nonlinear stress-strain relationships are a common cause of nonlinear structural behavior.248
Many factors can influence a material’s stress-strain properties, including load history (as in elastoplastic249
response), environmental conditions (such as temperature), and the amount of time that a load is applied (as250
in creep response). e) Surface-To-Surface Contact Elements ANSYS supports both rigid-to-flexible and flexible-251
to-flexible surface-to-surface contact elements. These contact elements use a ”target surface” and a ”contact252
surface” to form a contact pair.253

? The target surface is modeled with either TARGE169 or TARGE170 (for 2-D and 3-D, respectively).254
? The contact surface is modeled with elements CONTA171, CONTA172, CONTA173, and CONTA174.255
To create a contact pair, assign the same real constant number to both the target and contact elements. More256

details can be fined on defining these elements and their shared real constant sets in ”surfaceto-surface contact”.257

17 f) Steps in a Contact Analysis258

The basic steps for performing a typical surface-to-surface contact analysis are listed. Each step is then explained259
in detail in the following sections.260

? Create the model geometry and mesh.261
? Identify the contact pairs.262
? Designate contact and target surfaces.263
? Define the target surface.264
? Define the contact surface.265
? Set the element KEYOPTS and real constants.266
? Define/control the motion of the target surface (rigidto-flexible only).267
? Apply necessary boundary conditions.268
? Define solution options and load steps.269
? Solve the contact problem.270
? Review the results.271
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22 L) NUMERICAL RESULTS

18 g) Finite Element Method-Based Wear Simulation272

So far none of the commercial FEA-based design and analysis software provides an integrated wear simulation273
tool. However, using the available contact analysis tools, indirect wear estimation approaches are proposed to274
estimate wear [13,8]. Implementation of any such approach depends on the openness and the capability of FEA275
software to incorporate external algorithms. This section presents contact analysis in FEA and implementation276
of wear algorithm. Contact analysis in FEM is a nonlinear problem.277

Contact stresses and contact pressures are the two main quantities sought in FEM-based wear simulation.278
The continuous and random dimensional change of wear surfaces poses a significant difficulty in sliding wear279
problems. Their shapes vary due to the sliding velocity, load, material parameters, and surface topographies, and280
will be changed as a result of the friction and wear. The important wear modeling task is the ability to obtain281
precise amount of worn material out of any sliding situation and for any geometry [7].282

ANSYS, the commercial FEA software used for this research can handle several material and structural283
nonlinearities, i.e., plasticity, viscoelasticity, and friction. For contact problems, ANSYS can model contact284
condition with different types of contact element and present Lagrange multiplier, penalty function and direct285
constraint approaches. When meshing a model, the nodes on potential contacting surfaces comprise the layer of286
contact elements who’s four Gauss integral points are used as contacting checkpoints [1].287

19 h) Wear Simulation Algorithm288

Contact analyses tools are used to solve sliding contact as a series of successive static load problems. After each289
sliding step nodal pressures at the contact nodes of the wearing member are extracted (recall the assumption290
made earlier that only softer of the two members would wear). The FEM based stepwise sliding wear calculation291
algorithm used in this research is presented.292

Initially each node is moved individually, thus instigating the localized material removal. The distance moved293
by the contact node may not be uniformly distributed along the sliding surface. This not only leads to the294
prediction of height decays of the contact, but also indicates the approximate worn shape [13,8].295

However, after a few iterations, when the cumulative displacement of any contact node nears the element296
height, further movement of nodes destabilizes the FEA model. In this case a revised geometry of the worn297
contact has to be defined. The element height, thus, mentioned depends on this choice of FEA software, meshing298
size, and element types used in the model.299

20 i) Input Parameters300

? Element types: Slider-Contact-CONTA171, basetarget-TARGE169301
? Force= 143N302
? Co-efficient of friction=0.14 ? Young’s modulus=0.8E5303
? Density: Slider=1490 kgm -3 , Base=1400 kgm -3 ? Possion ratio: 0.3 j) Finite Element Model Figure 12304

shows the component model in ANSYS which is imported from CATIA and illustrates the FE model for one305
of the three detents depicted. To simplify the problem it is assumed that all three detents experience uniform306
and simultaneous wear. The problem is reduced to a two dimensional model with the assumption that wear307
would be uniform along the 3rd Cartesian dimension (depth). In Figure 12, slider and base are trapezoid and308
rectangle, respectively. A uniform pressure is applied on top of the slider with displacement (sliding step) in309
x-axis. The sides of the base are constrained in all degrees of freedom to prevent rigid body motion. For the310
stability of surface-to-surface contact FEA model, it is mandatory that neither of the mating surfaces penetrate311
into each other. For this purpose ANSYS classifies the two surfaces as contact and target with specific element312
types assigned to each, namely CONTA171 and TARGE169.313

Actual location of the contact depends on the geometry of the mating surfaces; ANSYS uses augmented314
Lagrangian formulation to find the contact regions. The model is limited to experience small deformations only.315
The structural equilibrium is found by incrementally changing the applied load. A converged solution is reached316
after a few Newton-Raphson iterations [1].317

21 k) Sliding Step Size Determination318

The model presented in Figure 14(a) is solved for different sizes of the sliding step. Internally each sliding step319
is divided into a number of sub-steps. The nodal pressure distribution for the contact nodes is plotted for each320
sub-step. It can be seen as the step size is increased the pressure distribution starts varying considerably. This321
behavior of FEA model affects the overall solution. Although a model solved with a smaller sliding step gives322
more accurate results, it comes at the expense of computational time. Therefore, the solution step is to be323
selected accordingly. In this case, the solution step of 0.1 mm was used.324

22 l) Numerical Results325

There are two key outcomes expected from an FEA wear analysis: height decay and worn geometry. Height326
decay over time gives an estimation of the component life, whereas the worn geometry gives an insight to the327
design’s weak spots susceptible to wear. Added to the above two factors, ’sliding contact wave propagation’328
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over the sliding steps is also presented. To simulate the actual to and fro motion of the actual product, sliding329
distance was translated to repeated back and forward sliding strokes. The sliding stroke is FEA model illustrated330
in Figure 1 was solved for repeated sliding steps.331

Due to the limited computational capability and development support from the FEA software used, we were332
not able to run the simulation for the complete number of sliding steps summing to the overall sliding distance of333
400 meters. However, a reasonable accuracy was achieved with the assumption that the wear outcome remains334
unchanged for 100 successive sliding steps. At each 100 sliding step the cumulative height decay was incorporate335
in the FEA model and solved for next 100 steps. m) Contact Pressure Analysis Pressure distribution and contact336
status for the first sliding step solution for the contact problems are illustrated in Figures 14(a) and 14(b). It can337
be seen the pressure is distributed evenly at the middle region of the contact whereas the edges have maximum338
pressure concentration. This evidences that wear would be initiating from the contact edges. ANSYS classifies339
the contact status as ’near contact’ and ’sliding’, which are denoted by different color in Figure 14(a). Figure 14340
(a) shows that the full face of the slider is in sliding contact. This initial contact will be converted to unevenly341
distribute small contact regions after few steps of wear as illustrated in the following results. Subsequent to the342
first contact solution step mentioned above, the contact is solved for the second sliding step by incorporated wear343
calculated from the above solution. This is indicative of wear on both edges that conform to the conclusion from344
the previous step, i.e., wear would be initiated from the edges of the sliding contact. Due to the elastic nature of345
polymers, the initially contacting surfaces do not maintain an absolute contact while sliding on top of each other346
The initially flat contact becomes a series of detachment waves also known as Schallamach waves moving along347
the contact zone during sliding [6,13].348

This phenomenon was observed during successive contact solutions. The oscillatory motion of the contact zone349
is now addressed. After incorporating first wear, the resulting contact is solved for the sliding step. Internal to350
the FEA software, each sliding step is divided into ten sub-steps. Analysis of the solution result at these sub-steps351
reveals the shifting of sliding contact zone along the face of the slider. This conforms to the wave phenomenon352
described above.353

Using the ANSYS classification of contact status, we find that Figure 15 indicates the traveling of the actual354
contact zone along the face of the slider. Referring to Figure 14(b), the vertical line on the right indicates the355
starting datum for x-axis motion of the slider. A localized pressure distribution with the shape of two conjoined356
triangles for each sub-step indicates a very small contact detachment not physically visible on the scale of the357
drawing.358

A contact separation travel opposite to the direction of the sliding can be seen in successive substeps 1, 5 and359
10. Since the above data was obtained after incorporating a few iterations of wear, the wave encounters a cavity,360
resulting from the material removal, causing a contact gap terminating the wave in step 5. In the wave can be361
seen to follow a cyclic pattern in substep groups of {5, 10, 15} and {20, 25, 30}.362

23 Conclusion363

For the slider material 43% glass fiber reinforced polyamide 66 resin gives the following results: In ANSYS number364
of cycles=4016 for 1.4 mm In experimental number of cycles=4100 for 1.4 mm Nodal pressure=7.101N/mm 2365
From the Figure 17 and result we concluded that contact analysis in ANSYS and experimentally pin on disc366
both of them, similar results are found which shows increasing in life cycle of the component by changing the367
material 43% glass fiber reinforced polyamide 66 resin for slider. The two important outcomes expected from a368
wear model from engineering standpoint are: change in dimensions and localized effects of wear. The FEA model369
presented addresses both aspects. Dimensional changes resulting from wear are seldom uniformly distributed;370
therefore any wear prediction model averages the changes in dimension across the contact in consideration. The371
FEA model can gives wear results at nodal level which can be averaged across the contact. The height decay372
results presented are obtained from averaging of nodal pressure. During the tests it was assumed that normal373
load is equally distributed to all three contacts. 1

1

Figure 1: Figure 1 :
374
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17

Figure 14: Figure 17 :

1

Classification Wear mechanisms
(Wear coefficient K range)

Wear ? Asperity deformation and removal
dominated by (10 -4 )
mechanical ? Wear caused by plowing (10 -4 )
behavior of ? Delamination wear (10 -4 )
materials ? Adhesive wear (10 -4 )

? Abrasive wear (10 -2 to 10 -1 )
? Fretting wear (10 -6 to 10 -4 )
? Wear by solid particle impingement

Wear ? Solution wear
dominated by ? Oxidation wear
chemical ? Diffusion wear
behavior of ? Wear by melting of the surface layer
materials ? Adhesive wear at high temperatures

Figure 15: Table 1 :
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2

Material 33% glass reinforced, heat stabilized
black nylon copolymer resin

Density 1400 kgm -3
Tensile 172 Mpa
strength
Commercial Zytel 72G33HS1L by DuPont
name
Cost (INR) 210/Kg

Figure 16: Table 2 :

3

Material BK159, 45% glass reinforced modified
polyethylene terephthalate

Density 1700 kgm -3
Tensile 186 Mpa
strength
Commercial Rynite 545 NC010 by DuPont
name
Cost (INR) 220/Kg

Figure 17: Table 3 :

4

Material 43% glass fiber reinforced
polyamide 66 resin.

Density 1490 kgm -3
Tensile strength 236 Mpa
Commercial name Zytel® 70G43L NC010
Cost (INR) 225/kg

[Note: d) Comparison of Materials]

Figure 18: Table 4 :

5

compares the existing slider of BK159,
45% glassreinforced modifiedpolyethylene
terephthalate with 43% glass fiber reinforced polyamide
66 resin. Based on the comparison of proposed material
with existing material, 43% glass fiber reinforced
polyamide 66 resin properties is better than BK159, 45%
glass reinforced modified polyethylene terephthalate,
based on properties.

Figure 19: Table 5
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5

materials properties
Parts Existing slider New slider
Material BK159, 45% glass 43% glass fiber

reinforced modified reinforced
polyethylene polyamide 66
terephthalate resin

Density 1700 kgm -3 1490 kgm -3

Figure 20: Table 5 :

6

Load Speed Time Wear Frictional
(N) (RPM) (S) (Microns) force (N)
5 300 180 33 0.6
10 300 180 55 1.4
15 300 180 58 2.5
20 300 180 63 3.2
25 300 180 72 4.0
30 300 180 86 4.62

Figure 21: Table 6 :

7

Load Speed Time Wear Frictional
(N) (RPM) (S) (Microns) force (N)
5 400 180 07 0.56
10 400 180 31 1.32
15 400 180 46 2.5
20 400 180 50 3.06
25 400 180 96 3.89
30 400 180 98 4.52

Figure 22: Table 7 :

8

Normal Frictional Co-efficient
load (N) force(N) of friction
5 0.6 0.12
10 1.4 0.14
15 2.5 0.166
20 3.2 0.16
25 4.0 0.16
30 4.62 0.154

Figure 23: Table 8 :
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9

Normal Frictional Co-efficient
load (N) force(N) of friction
5 0.56 0.112
10 1.32 0.132
15 2.5 0.166
20 3.06 0.153
25 3.89 0.155
30 4.52 0.150
V.

Figure 24: Table 9 :
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